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you save on estates
& project management
At CCS, we o� er the complete range of 
free, fast and flexible building services, 
including Estates Professional Services 
and Project Management & Full Design 
Team Services. 
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engineering and cost services, right 
from the early stages of your building 
project. Plus, we have a full range of 
existing property services available, 
from guidance and advice through 
to fully managed property services.  

Here are the key benefits of using these 
2 building frameworks: 

• simple to use – with streamlined processes 
and standard forms 

• wide range of both SME and large suppliers 
(regional & national)

• ensures your procurement is eff ective, 
eff icient and compliant

• proven competitive rates and commercial 
benefi ts, saving 10% or more

• reduces your costs, identifi es savings 
and income opportunities 

Find out how our team can help today – 
ccsheretohelp.uk/eps

Whatever your organisation’s requirements, 
we’re here to help you find the ideal building solution. 

http://www.ccsheretohelp.uk/eps


F
ew of history’s greatest achievements have been made by  

a sole person working completely alone. Most have been 

accomplished through collaboration, as people combine  

their individual talents to achieve a greater purpose. 

As experts in the built and natural environment, surveyors are the go- 

to professionals when there is the need to reshape the world around us. 

Building, valuing, and managing complex projects is what we do best, 

but we are not doing it only for ourselves. Through our hard work and 

high standards, we are improving the lives of millions around the world. 

Rapid technological developments are changing the way people 

value professional services – including surveying – as the digital 

revolution drives down consumer costs and reduces the need for 

humans to perform more routine tasks. It is therefore critical that we 

keep evolving as a profession, in order to remain relevant and ensure 

that the public continues to benefit from our commitment to high 

standards, trust and technical expertise. 

That is why RICS is currently carrying out an important piece of work 

looking at the future of our profession. This work is about ensuring that, 

despite major challenges, chartered surveyors are well placed to 

continue to serve our clients and communities now and into the future. 

Ultimately, this is a significant opportunity to leave a positive  

legacy for the next generation of surveyors. Your insight is therefore 

vital in readying our profession for the future. Please vist rics.org 

/futureprofession to find out how to get involved. 

Views expressed in Modus are those of the named 
author and are not necessarily those of RICS or the 
publisher. The contents of this magazine are fully 
protected by copyright and may not be reproduced in 
any form without the prior permission of the publisher. 
All information correct at time of going to press. All rights 
reserved. The publisher cannot accept liability for errors 
or omissions. RICS does not accept responsibility for 
loss, injury or damage or costs that result from, or are 
connected in any way to, the use of products or services 
advertised. All editions of Modus are printed on paper 
sourced from sustainable, properly managed forests. 
This magazine can be recycled for use in newspapers 
and packaging. Please dispose of it at your local 
collection point. The polythene and paper in this pack  
are recyclable. The polythene wrap can be recycled at 
carrier bag recycling points.
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R E T H I N K I N G

It’s a political and financial minefield, but with strong 
leadership it’s also deliverable, argues Christian Wolmar

are currently by far the greatest 
source of revenue for bodies 
such as Transport for London. 

Capacity is another issue.  
Parts of London’s Tube network 
are already operating at capacity 
during the rush hour. Given 
that the point of introducing 
free transport is to lure people 
out of their cars, increasing 
demand on already crowded 
services is simply untenable. 

However, that is not to say 
that free public transport 
cannot be made to work in 
other places in the UK. Cities 
such as Ipswich or Exeter are 
likely candidates. Both lack 
substantive metropolitan rail 
infrastructure and instead,  
like Dunkirk, are dependent  
on private vehicles and buses. 
Levels of investment required 
to support transport networks 
are therefore relatively modest.

However, money is still an 
issue. To fund free public 
transport in such places, you 
would need to provide both the 
carrot of zero fares and a stick 
to get people out of their cars. 
So, some form of congestion 
charge or other road levy would 
be required to encourage people 

to only use private vehicles 
when absolutely necessary. 

In a rational world, of course, 
this is what every city would be 
doing. Minimising the use of 
cars reduces congestion and has 
environmental benefits, but it 
also has positive implications 
for the economy. Just think 
about how much time we waste 
collectively stuck in traffic jams 
that could otherwise be put to 
productive use. 

However, we need to live in 
the real world. Many people  
are still wedded to their cars 
and it is a brave politician who 
attempts to push them on to a 
bus. As an economist I would 
say that it is the rational thing 
to do, but as a politician I know 
that it is difficult. But it is still 
possible politically, especially if 
you have the time to persuade 
the public of the benefits.

While Mayor of London, 
Livingstone introduced the 
congestion charge in 2000  
in an attempt to tackle both 
congestion and pollution, but 
he did so at the beginning of  
his term and the system was  
up and running two years 
before he once again had to  
face the voters. By that time, 
the benefits were obvious  
and he won a second term.

The point is that radical 
transport policies can be made 
to work. The trick is finding  
the right political breathing 
space and having a leader with 
the gumption and the requisite 
powers. Unfortunately, in the 
UK that is rarely the case. 

Christian Wolmar is a transport 
expert and former London 
mayoral candidate

Last September, Dunkirk 
became the biggest city in 
Europe to offer free public 
transport for all. The news made 
the headlines in the UK, where 
so far no city has taken similar 
action, but free public transport 
is gaining currency across the 
continent and beyond. 

According to Wojciech 
Keblowski, an urban policy 
academic at Brussels Free 
University, last year there  
were 99 free public transport 
networks around the world, 
more than half of which are  
in Europe. So, why hasn’t it 
happened yet in the UK? In 
fact, Ken Livingstone had an 
ambition to introduce free 
public transport when he was 
leader of the Greater London 
Council in the 1980s. The fact 
that he failed to do so points to 
one of the major roadblocks  
to the roll-out of such schemes 
in major metropolises: money. 

In a large and growing city 
like London, continued 
investment in the upkeep and 
expansion of the transport 
network is a necessity. Without 
it, public transport would soon 
become unbearable, and fares 

T R A N S P O R T  T H A T 
I S  F R E E  F O R  A L L

FREE-SPIRITED  
PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
NETWORKS

1
TALLINN, ESTONIA
The city became 
the first European 
capital to introduce 
fare-free public 
transport. The 
scheme, for which 
residents pay €2, 
was introduced in 
2013 and gained a 
90% approval rating.

2
CHANGNING, CHINA
The world’s largest 
free public transport 
system, serving 
more than 800,000 
people. On its first 
day of operation on 
1 July 2008, rider 
numbers shot up  
by 60%, according 
to local media.

3
LUXEMBOURG
With a population  
of only 600,000, 
Luxembourg might 
be small, but it has 
some of the worst 
congestion on the 
planet. In response, 
this summer the 
whole country is 
switching to free 
public transport.IN
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“
THE LADDER’S 
ALWAYS BEEN 
GREASY, BUT 
IT’S GETTING 
HARDER  
TO CLIMB
”

O P I N I O N :  D I V E R S I T Y

DR ANDREW KNIGHT FRICS
DEAN, SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, 
DESIGN AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT, 
NOTTINGHAM TRENT UNIVERSITY

It has long been part of the politician’s 
mantra that equality of opportunity and 
meritocracy are the foundation stones of  
a successful society: “what counts is not 
where you come from, but where you’re 
going”, or so they say. Indeed, our own 
moral intuitions seem to accord with these 
words. There feels to be something right 
about success being dependent on one’s 
own abilities and hard work, rather than  
the family you happen to be born into. 

However, just reflecting on our own 
experiences over recent decades, the world 
appears to be becoming less fair, especially 
for the generations below. From gaining 
access to the professions, to buying a first 
home, things seemed to be easier for the 
so-called baby boomers. Of course, there is 
always the danger of rose-tinted nostalgia, 
so what are the facts of the matter? 

Economists have undertaken analysis 
across the world to examine inter- 
generational elasticity (IGE): in basic terms, 
the likelihood that if you are born into a 
poor family, you will remain poor as an 
adult. The higher the value of the IGE, the 
greater parental income predicts a child’s 
future income. So how do various countries 
compare and are things getting worse? 

The results may or may not surprise  
you, but the American dream of upward 
mobility against the odds is more myth 
than reality, according to the statistics. 
Research undertaken by the London School 
of Economics, using data from developed 
countries, puts the US at the bottom for 
intergenerational mobility, closely followed 
by the UK. The more meritocratic countries 
included Canada, Finland and Denmark. 
Further studies from the UK conclude that 
things are getting worse. Those born in the 
1970s were less socially mobile than those 
born in the 1950s, and the evidence points 
to the trend continuing. Additionally, the 
gap between the richest and the poorest is 
widening, and there is a correlation between 
higher inequality and lower social mobility. 

The social ladder may have always been 
greasy, but it’s getting harder to climb, 

partly because the rungs are now so widely 
spaced apart. So, as members of an 
established profession, why should we care? 

The philosopher John Rawls provides a 
useful thought experiment called the veil  
of ignorance. Imagine you are hidden 
behind a screen and the potential society 
you are entering is on the other side. You 
are ignorant of your sex, class, race, parental 
wealth and so on. What sort of society 
would you wish to enter? Would it be a 
society where hard work and talent alone 
were rewarded, or one in which your 
background is the decisive factor? Your 
conclusion, like Rawls, may be that it is 
rational to choose the more equal society if 
you have no idea where you will be placed.  

The majority of you reading this column 
will not be global elites, but hardworking 
professionals, who have studied and 
worked to build their careers. Some will 
have grown up with professional parents, 
but many will have not. For those without 
connections, it might have been a school 
teacher, work experience at 15, or just a 
random conversation that was the key to 
unlocking the door to chartered surveying. 

As a profession, we have a moral duty to 
keep the door open, rather than let it slam 
behind us. We can do this in countless ways, 
for example, by supporting RICS’ careers 
events, working with schools and ensuring 
that we recruit a diverse pool of talent. 

If we don’t play our part in creating a 
fairer society, and the social mobility of 
previous generations becomes a distant 
memory, we all pay the price: both 
personally in terms of the divided society 
we all end up living in, and professionally 
owing to a more limited pool of talent 
joining our profession. 



C H A R T E R E D  T E R R I T O R Y

#RICSMODUS  
ON TWITTER

@RENSURVEYORS
8 January
RICS Modus starts 
the New Year with a 
sobering thought: 
in England 4,751 
people are sleeping 
rough; 79,200 are 
statutorily homeless 
households; 86,000 
young people have 
slept rough in 2018. 
Industry campaigns 
need all the support 
they can get. 
#pledge150 
#modus @LandAid

@EXIGERE
8 January
Very happy to see 
one of our projects 
being highlighted in 
@RICSnews Modus 
article “The Pursuit 
of Happiness in  
the Workplace”.  
The “Five Steps to  
a Healthier Office” 
mentioned is 
particularly 
insightful! 

@PAUL_SLG
10 December
Well this is 
depressing. 30% of 
respondents to a 
poll in #Modus (by 
@RICSnews) said 
the way to increase 
house building is  
to have fines for 
land banking. BUT  
LAND BANKING 
DOESN’T HAPPEN!

P R I V A T E L Y 
O W N E D  P U B L I C 
S P A C E S  A R E …

This month’s feature on privately owned 
public spaces (see p16), challenges the 
public perception that they are a “bad thing”. 
To coincide with this, we took to Twitter  
to find out how deep this feeling runs …
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17%
NO BIG DEAL

39%
BAD FOR CIVIL  
LIBERTIES

19%
A NECESSARY EVIL

25%
GREAT PLACEMAKING



I N T E L L I G E N C E

The Halle Pajol community centre generates 100% of its electricity from solar panels

I N T E L L I G E N C E

Paris’ mayor Anne Hidalgo plans to 
increase the frequency of the city’s 
monthly car-free Sunday initiative 
to make it a weekly occurrence
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R E N O V A T I N G  B U I L D I N G S
Paris’ building stock is energy-inefficient: 
80% of it predates the introduction of the 
first thermal regulations in 1974. The city 
council is already renovating 300 schools, 
and by 2030 it aims to reduce the energy 
consumption of its entire building stock  
by 40%. To meet the 2050 target, 1 million 
private dwellings and 646.8m ft2 (60m m2) 
of businesses, offices, hotels and public 
facilities must also be thermally renovated 
– that’s 75% of all Parisian buildings. 
“Eco-loans” and special tax credits will be 
offered by the city for private renovations.

E X P A N D I N G  S O L A R
About 50,000 solar panels already adorn 
Parisian roofs. The Halle Pajol, a community 
centre clad in 37,700 ft2 (3,500 m²) of solar 
panels, is fully self-sufficient. Since 2016, 
all lighting in municipal buildings must be 
supplied with 100% renewable electricity. 
The city plans to install a large-scale solar 
power plant in the park of Bois de Vincennes 
by 2020 and, by 2050, the aim is for 20% of 
Paris’ buildings to be equipped with solar 
panels – that’s about 64.6m ft2 (6m m2).

B A N N I N G  C A R S
For a few days in 2015, Paris was the most 
polluted city in the world after a particularly 
bad rise in air pollution. In response, mayor 
Anne Hidalgo organised a “car-free day”, 
which made around 30% of the city centre 
off-limits to vehicles. Since then, she has 
launched “Paris Breathes”, which bans 
traffic from the city centre on the first 
Sunday of every month. If she is re-elected 
in 2020, Hidalgo will extend the ban to 
every Sunday. The City of Paris’ fleet of staff 
cars has already been reduced by one-third 
since 2011, and should be only composed 
of electric or hybrid vehicles by 2020.

In 2050, Paris will still be the City of Lights – but its glow will be powered by 
green energy. That is, at least, the French capital’s “Climate action plan”: by 2050, 
the city plans to be fully carbon neutral. 

Anne Bringault, an energy transition manager for Climate Action Network, 
views the plan as “very ambitious”, but necessary for the City of Paris to achieve its 
climate targets. “Long-term measures are very important to [help] set clear goals,” 
she says. “They allow for a rhythm to be found in the shorter term. First, we get rid 
of old diesel cars, then all diesel cars, then all fuel cars.” An ambitious plan sends a 
message to Parisians and allows them to adjust their consumption, she adds.

Since her 2014 election, Paris mayor Anne Hidalgo has vowed to “free” Parisians 
from cars. Vehicles that pollute most, such as older diesel cars, will be banned from 
Paris as soon as July this year. But not all green policies have been successful. The 
pedestrianisation of the right bank of the River Seine created anger. “Parisians saw 
it as a positive project,” says Bringault. “But the opposition came from the suburbs, 
whose residents often drive to or through the capital to work.”

The city’s 2050 plan, a result of a year-long public consultation, comprises  
500 measures to act on promises made at the COP21 climate change conference, 
held in Paris in 2015. “There has been a very precise evaluation of what a carbon- 
neutral Paris means in terms of renovating buildings, transforming mobility, and 
producing renewable energy,” Bringault explains. 

To be fully carbon neutral by 2050, Paris must reduce its greenhouse gas 
emissions by 25% by 2020 and halve them by 2030. To achieve this, it plans to 
thermally renovate buildings by insulating walls to reduce energy consumption, 
use more energy-efficient technology, and ban diesel cars by 2024 and all fuel cars 
by 2030 (box, right). At the same time, the city will increase renewable energy 
consumption from 25% in 2020, to 45% in 2030 and 100% in 2050. But all this 
will still only lead to an 80% cut in emissions, according to the city’s 2050 plan. 
Full neutrality will only be achieved by carbon offsetting, through the acquisition 
and management of up to 10,000 km2 of woodland, the plan claims. 

Paris may be focusing on the upcoming few decades but Bringault warns that, 
in doing so, the city must not forget its neighbours: “If Paris wants to reduce traffic,” 
she says, “it needs to work with the suburbs and the greater Paris authorities.”

Pauline Bock is a Brussels-based journalist covering European politics. She writes for 
the New Statesman, the Guardian and Wired among others. RICS has recently updated 
its guidance note on renewable energy: rics.org/renewableenergyschemes

THREE STEPS PARIS IS TAKING ON  
THE ROAD TO CARBON NEUTRALITY

To honour its climate change commitments, the French capital aims 
to be totally carbon neutral by 2050 – but are its plans an example for 
all city governments to follow, or over-ambitious headline grabbing?

P A R I S ’  M A R C H  T O 
C A R B O N  N E U T R A L I T Y

W H A T  W E  C A N  L E A R N  F R O M  . . .

http://paris2050.elioth.com/pdf/170306%20-%20Paris%20Neutre%20Carbone%20-%20Rapport%20Complet_LD.pdf
http://www.rics.org/renewableenergyschemes


I N T E L L I G E N C E

D E C O N S T R U C T E D

Is supermarket-led housing development a good thing,  
or just a way for retailers to obtain planning permission  
for new sites that would otherwise not be approved?

A plentiful supply of potential customers just “upstairs”  
sounds ideal, but it’s not a silver bullet to successful trading
Supermarket-led housing developments certainly look very 
planning friendly. In high-value residential areas, particularly in 
London, some supermarkets are now building significant numbers 
of homes on top of their stores. But these are time-consuming 
projects. And as well as the time involved in gaining planning 
permission, supermarkets have to carefully consider whether  
such schemes will help or hinder their trading performance.  
I would guess that far more sites have been assessed for their 
viability than have been brought forward. 

It’s certainly much easier for a store to obtain planning 
permission if they’re putting residences above the supermarket 
– planners generally favour mixed use and there’s a demand for 
housing. As far as companies such as Lidl and Aldi are concerned, 
the mixed-use proposal helps them to “win” sites from a financial 
point of view, but I think if you asked them behind closed doors 
whether they’d prefer to simply build big stores, they’d probably 
say yes. Right now it’s a means to an end for them. 

The self-sustaining relationship sounds ideal – tens or 
hundreds of readily available customers just above the store,  
ready to pop down at any time of day for their grocery essentials, 
keeping the tills ringing. However, just because there are people 
living above the store, doesn’t necessarily mean they’re the ones 
keeping it in profit – the development still needs to select the 
right catchment area to be visited by a lot of people.
Richard Petyt MRICS is a partner at Knight Frank
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Councils are struggling to meet local housing requirements –  
but supermarket housing developments are helping with that
From a planning point of view, supermarket-led housing should  
be thoroughly encouraged as a means to increase mixed-use 
developments in towns and cities struggling to meet housing 
requirements – as long as the schemes meet all relevant design 
and development control criteria. Such schemes are more  
common in continental Europe, which is ahead of the UK in  
terms of utilising space above supermarkets. I’ve even heard  
of a five-a-side football pitch above a supermarket in Holland. 

In principle, building homes above supermarkets is a great idea, 
but in terms of providing a satisfactory living environment, issues 
with noise and disturbance quickly arise. With deliveries and night- 
time shopping, supermarkets often operate 24 hours a day, and 
there may also be concerns over security and a lack of parking. But 
I’m sure many people – the young, especially – would love to live 
somewhere that allows them to walk downstairs for their groceries. 

I don’t think we should worry about supermarkets fancying 
themselves as developers – if the schemes are acceptable, local 
authorities aren’t particularly fussed about who is providing 
housing. It is now incredibly difficult for UK councils to meet their 
five-year local housing requirements, and there’s going to be a huge 
ratcheting up in the need for them to increase their housing land 
supply figures. Thinking long term, many town centres are already 
increasingly converting former shop units or offices into housing, 
so why shouldn’t supermarkets be a part of the housing mix, too?   
Simon Milliken MRICS is a consultant for Brasier Freeth
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Issues like air quality and noise levels need to be considered. 
If they are, the policies are in place to support these ventures
Ten years ago, it was highly unlikely that big supermarkets would 
even consider getting involved in housing developments. But two 
seismic shifts have taken place in the past decade: the growth of 
online shopping, and home deliveries for groceries. Big retailers  
no longer need to build stores in the same numbers and on the 
same scale. Whether it’s the supermarkets themselves leading the 
project, or if they get involved as occupiers, it seems appropriate 
that they should venture into residential development as a way of 
diversifying their portfolios. But it has to be financially viable. 

Providing that surrounding issues such as noise levels, air 
quality, parking, accessibility, servicing and refuse collection can 
all be surmounted, then mixed-use, supermarket-led concepts in 
accessible locations fall firmly in line with current planning policy, 
including that of town centres and the current National Planning 
Policy Framework. In short, if the new-found marriage between 
supermarkets and housebuilders works for everyone concerned,  
then it will be fully supported by the relevant authorities.

Big supermarkets have got the financial clout to play a wider  
role in providing housing if they wish to, but their growth won’t 
just hinge on planning issues – above-supermarket residential 
developments will only flourish if the developers know they can 
sell them, and this all depends on whether the banks are lending 
the money for mortgages.
Simon Birnbaum is director at SMB Town Planning, and former 
strategic town planning manager for Tesco

It’s taken about 10 years, but these days supermarket-led 
developments integrate well with local communities
This is a prime example of how the UK’s retail sector is constantly 
evolving. But I wouldn’t say that supermarkets are simply jumping 
on the housing bandwagon as an easy way to obtain permission for 
stores. In fact, what we find is that many developers have to include 
a retail element to get planning permission for their housing 
developments, due to a requirement to provide local conveniences, 
so the relationship is mutually beneficial for both sides. 

This type of development started around 10 years ago. Early on, 
there was a lack of understanding about the operational impact of 
having large-format retailing alongside residential. But today, the 
supermarkets, developers and housebuilders are really getting 
their heads around how these uses can complement each other. For 
example, we might now see the service yard for the supermarket 
enclosed beneath a podium, when previously it would have been 
open and a bit of an eyesore. Gardens or community spaces may also 
be integrated into the scheme, hiding the service operations below.  

These schemes can only work in carefully selected locations.  
But given that we’re not achieving anywhere near the housing 
numbers needed, it can only be a good thing. It would be easier  
for supermarkets to get standalone permission for food stores 
rather than having to bolt on residences and other complicated 
community facilities; instead, they’re considering new angles on 
mixed-use development and land optimisation, and maximising 
their results accordingly.
Tim Price is a director in retail planning at Savills in London
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With large-scale infrastructure projects, there is always 
the requirement to balance the demands of the 
construction with the detail of the aesthetics.  It is for 
this reason our products are frequently found in, on and 
around many of the best-known buildings in the world.

Take London’s Heathrow Airport, for example. 
Overcoming some significant drainage challenges 
posed by the T5 site design, the systems have also met 
the critical visual requirements of the project, helping 
create some of the terminal’s most striking public areas: 
the remarkable passenger set-down/pick-up area or 
the floor-plaza area between the terminal building 
and the multi-storey car park. The systems work to 
combine the strong geometry of the surroundings 
while complementing the contemporary styling of the 
terminal buildings.

We worked in the engineering to make the 
journey smoother.

We know the difference it makes.

WWW.ACO.CO.UK

FROM TERMINAL TO TAKE-OFF
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With large-scale infrastructure projects, there is always 
the requirement to balance the demands of the 
construction with the detail of the aesthetics.  It is for 
this reason our products are frequently found in, on and 
around many of the best-known buildings in the world.

Take London’s Heathrow Airport, for example. 
Overcoming some significant drainage challenges 
posed by the T5 site design, the systems have also met 
the critical visual requirements of the project, helping 
create some of the terminal’s most striking public areas: 
the remarkable passenger set-down/pick-up area or 
the floor-plaza area between the terminal building 
and the multi-storey car park. The systems work to 
combine the strong geometry of the surroundings 
while complementing the contemporary styling of the 
terminal buildings.

We worked in the engineering to make the 
journey smoother.

We know the difference it makes.
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P
rivately owned public spaces (POPS) have a terrible image. The 
press and social media love to highlight the sometimes bizarre 
rules of behaviour and heavy-handed security that the public 
can be subject to. In 2017, the Guardian described “the 
insidious creep of pseudo-public space in London”. Oh, for the 

good old days – the story goes – when citizens could roam freely 
over publicly owned parts of the city.

Where does this anathema come from? As Matthew Carmona, 
professor of planning and urban design at the Bartlett School of 
Planning at University College London (UCL), explains, the feeling 
is that public spaces in cities are becoming commercialised, 
privatised, securitised, homogenised and exclusionary, because they 
are shaped by the narrow interests of the few (the developers) instead 
of the many (society as a whole). “These arguments even extend to 
those public spaces that are owned by the public sector, on the basis 
that they are subject to similar pressures because of the way their 
management is increasingly contracted out or unduly influenced by 
the private sector,” says Carmona.

But are POPS – from the atrium of Trump Tower in New York City, 
to More London on the UK capital’s south bank – un-civic or just 
misunderstood? The story of POPS is not that simple. 

Several myths have risen up, some of which are ripe for debunking. 
Private or partially private ownership of parts of the public realm is 
not a recent phenomenon; there are rules of conduct for virtually 
everywhere the public can go. Some POPS have been created out of 
neglected, inaccessible land, some are created because municipalities 
no longer have the funds to make and (more importantly) maintain 
public spaces. All of which suggests that a better understanding of 
the complexities of POPS would benefit everyone.

“If you go back in time, pretty much everything was either privately 
owned, such as garden squares with keys, or public – such as squares 
run by the council. That was straightforward,” says past RICS president 
John Hughes FRICS, partner at Hemson Consulting in Toronto.

Having originated in the US, POPS have gone global. They arrived 
in the UK in the 1980s, with London’s Canary Wharf and Broadgate 
Centre among the first large, secure, privately controlled public 
places. Since then, space has been reduced in cities across the world. 
“As you get denser cities, the ability to create new public space is 
difficult,” says Hughes. And this is where POPS can come into their 
own. “You can squeeze a POPS into a smaller development area rather 
than a public park. It’s a little easier to find the space for that.”

Couple that with squeezed municipal budgets around the world, 
and it’s easy to see why there’s more awareness of new POPS than 
new publicly owned spaces. Hughes cites two projects in Toronto 
that illustrate funding differences: CIBC Square and Rail Deck Park. 
“CIBC Square is a fine example of an extremely valuable and needed 
piece of public space being created and paid for by a developer as part 
of a big office development,” he says. Joint-led by developers Ivanhoé 
Cambridge and Hines, CIBC Square comprises a pair of office towers 

on a 3m ft2 (278,709 m2) downtown campus, with an elevated park 
connecting them to Greater Toronto. With its slopes and hills, 
horticulture, gardens, shade groves, balconies and viewing points, 
the park “will provide a space to convene and refresh, and for 
corporate tenants to host memorable events”, according to the 
development partners.

Meanwhile, Rail Deck Park is a proposal endorsed by the city 
council to cover over a rail corridor in the centre of the city with 21 
acres (8.5 ha) of parkland. The council states the intention is for the 
park to “transform this unused air space into Toronto’s next great 
gathering space for recreation, culture and celebration”.

“It’s an ambitious plan to create a public park, but it faces funding 
challenges,” Hughes says of Rail Deck Park. The current estimated 
development cost is C$1.66bn (£989.5m). “It’s a work in progress 
without a clear future, because of the challenge of capital acquisition 
and operating funds.”

It’s vital to recognise the difference between the cost of funding a 
park and then spending more on maintaining space over the years, 
warns Hughes. “Unfortunately, you can end up with nicely designed 
and finished parks, but after 10 years the paving breaks down, and 
you end up with a patch of asphalt. That’s city-owned facilities. 
However, a very successful office development won’t want to see 
deterioration of the land, so they would want to retain control and 
look after it.”

The POPS with obvious civic credentials are those built on 
previously inaccessible land. Carmona cites London’s Canary Wharf 

MATTHEW CARMONA
BARTLETT SCHOOL OF PLANNING

“ 
IT MATTERS LITTLE 
WHO OWNS AND 
MANAGES IT. WHAT 
MATTERS IS THAT 
CITIZENS’ RIGHTS 
ARE SAFEGUARDED
”

Many cities’ most well-known public spaces are 
privately owned – and the number is rising.  
But is the disdain they’re being met with justified?
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and Greenwich Peninsular. “Those places were never public spaces; 
they were ex-industrial areas that didn’t have public access.” 
Likewise, the new district of Barangaroo is being built on a disused 
stretch of Sydney’s dockyards. At 54 acres (22 ha), it’s the city’s  
largest urban renewal project since the 2000 Olympic Games. When 
completed, more than half the site will be open public space, and the 
whole 2.2km foreshore walk will be accessible to the public.

While some existing POPS – such as More London – have shed 
their overbearing or petty restrictions, the latest generation is likely 
to be more easy-going from the outset. Carmona, who focuses on the 
design and management of public space, is researching London, Oslo, 
Copenhagen and Malmö. “The Harbour Promenade in Oslo is a good 
example of a combination of privately and publicly owned spaces, 
where the restrictions, if there are any, are not obvious.”

Likewise, the 67 acres (27 ha) being regenerated by developer  
Argent in London’s King’s Cross. Featuring public spaces, retail, 
leisure, offices and contributions from designers such as Thomas 
Heatherwick, the massive mixed-use project is 67.5% owned by 
pension fund AustralianSuper. “Generally, we allow the public  
realm to be used as any other part of London,” says Julia Finlayson, 
project director of public realm at Argent, who manages the public 
realm design at King’s Cross. “It’s about creating another piece of 
London, not an exclusive place.” 

She explains the reasoning behind this approach. “It wouldn’t be 
successful if access were restricted. Retail and food and beverage 
operators rely on footfall. Residential and office tenants like to be in 

In addition to retail and public transport space, CIBC Square in Toronto will 
comprise two office towers due to complete in 2020 and 2023 respectively. 
The buildings will be linked by an elevated 1 acre (0.4 ha) park that the 
developers hope will become a hub for the city’s social and cultural activities
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a vibrant location; that’s one of the reasons office users come to the  
site, that’s part of the selling point.”

Hughes argues that the King’s Cross mindset isn’t shared by 
everyone. “It’s not in developers’ interests – the reality is there’s a 
preference to restrict public access. A park would be nicer if it’s for 
exclusive use of the residents, without the hoi polloi. It wouldn’t 
naturally be developers’ inclination [to include the public].”

Before Argent put in the application for outline planning, it went 
through extensive community consultation, says Finlayson. The 
Glass-House Community Led Design is a UK charity that supports 
communities, organisations and networks to work together on the 
design of buildings, open spaces, homes and neighbourhoods. Its 
chief executive, Sophia de Sousa, stresses how tricky it is to take into 
consideration all the roles of a public space and the needs of all its 
users and stakeholders. “When you add the layer of privately owned 
and managed public space, the combination of private and financial 
interests and creating social value for the general public make the 
design process even more complex and important.”

She advises the creators of POPS to “be clear in the design process 
and the management regime that follows about where the space sits 
on the public-private spectrum for users. Otherwise, there will be 
conflicts that arise from that lack of understanding.”

Carmona suggests the adoption of a Charter of Public Space Rights 
and Responsibilities. “Such a charter would apply to all spaces, both 
existing and still to be built, that a reasonable person would regard 
as public, whether privately or publicly owned,” he writes in his blog. 

Landscaped out of a defunct container port, Sydney’s Barangaroo Reserve 
park opened in 2015 and forms part of a wider district being developed by 
private companies – among them Lendlease – for the local government. 
Once complete, more than half the site will be designated as public space
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 Location Size (ha)
1. Granary Square  0.45
2. Wharf Road Gardens  0.23
3. Gasholder Park  0.15
4. Lewis Cubitt Park  0.44
5. Pancras Square  0.44
6. Regents Place  1.78 
7. Central Saint Giles  0.12
8. Exchange Square  0.71
9. New Street Square  0.25
10. Paternoster Square  0.43
11. Open space at Leadenhall Building, 

Leadenhall Street  0.22
12. New River Head  0.36
13. Angel-on-the-Green 0.04
14. Arsenal Podium  2.7
15. City Road Basin  0.54

16. Pear Tree Street  0.11
17. The London Eye  0.48
18. Victory Park and Portlands  

(East Village London E20)  2.38
19. Mirabelle Gardens  

(East Village London E20)  0.32
20. Water Glades  

(East Village London E20)  2.11
21. Westfield Stratford City  1.01 
22. Excel Centre  2.59
23. Bankside  3.73
24. Tabard Square  0.4
25. More London  4.35
26. Cabot Square  0.47
27. Canada Square Gardens  0.49
28. Jubilee Park (Tower Hamlets)  1.13
29. Westferry Circus  0.31

30. Canary Wharf open spaces east  0.49
31. Crossrail Place Roof Garden  0.77
32. Canary Wharf open spaces west  0.08
33. Bishops Square, Spitalfields  1.23
34. St. Katherine Docks surrounds  0.85
35. Channel Four Community Garden  0.18
36. Brown Hart Gardens  0.12
37. Paddington Central  0.57
38. Cardinal Place  0.91
39. Broadgate Plaza  0.3
40. St. Martin’s Courtyard  0.09
41. Merchant Square  1.29
42. NEO Bankside  0.23
43. Broadgate Circle and Finsbury  

Avenue Square  1.15
44. Bird Street 0.06
45. Business Design Centre (forecourt) 0.11

POPPING UP EVERYWHERE
Since 2016, Greenspace Information for Greater London has been logging the amount 

of privately owned public space in the UK capital. The list is not exhaustive but, as an 

open data set, it is periodically updated as new sites are discovered or completed.
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“This would cover all spaces that during daylight hours are (usually) 
open and free to enter. The critical point [at which] the state needs 
to intervene is when planning permission is given.” Because, Carmona 
believes, “it matters little who owns and manages it. What matters 
is that citizens’ rights are safeguarded. But these long-term 
management issues are not given proper consideration.”

Hughes agrees that the “bare minimum is to agree rules at planning 
stage. But it requires goodwill on all sides. Consistency is obviously 
easier [across cities] but, to some extent, every site varies. You can 
have some broad principles but you’re always going to have specific 
agreements regarding each site. There’s not an off-the-shelf answer 
for [each one].”

After all, it’s not just POPS that have rules. “Trafalgar Square is 
publicly owned, but the bylaws are longer than your arm,” says 
Carmona. And, in east London, woe betide anyone planning on  
doing some household chores in Hackney’s parks: “No person shall 
in any open space shake or beat any carpet, mat or other thing, or 
place any clothes or other things for the purpose of drying or 
bleaching,” reads one bylaw.

Rules of engagement
The issues are not so much about ownership, but rather about  
how POPS are managed and the public’s expectations, says Antonia 
Layard, professor of law at the University of Bristol. She has a 
particular interest in urban law, and the legal provisions and practices 
involved in large-scale regeneration and infrastructure projects. 
London’s Garden Bridge debacle was, in part, a result of the 
complexities of rule-setting. The public was outraged at the prospect 
of a private organisation setting rules for a public space, particularly 
as it was going to be part-funded by the UK taxpayer. The 
Heatherwick-designed project was axed in August 2017, leaving 
those aforementioned taxpayers £46m out of pocket. Layard points 
out that “there’s nowhere you can do whatever you like. I struggle to 
think of a piece of land where there aren’t rules … beaches?”

And what happens when wider legislation changes? Hughes points 
to the recent legalisation of cannabis in Canada. “Do they want people 
smoking, sitting on a bench? Or will they get moved on?” he ponders. 
“It’s the right of a [land] owner to have a certain degree of control.”

A second area of controversy playing out in Toronto is that of data 
ownership and control. The waterside neighbourhood Quayside is 
being developed through a partnership with Google’s sister company, 
Sidewalk Labs. It’s intended to serve as a smart city prototype to be 
studied and replicated across the globe to solve urban issues. “There’s 
been a real tug of war about the issue of data,” says Hughes, with 
questions arising over how this new wired-in community would 
collect and protect the data of its occupants. He predicts “data 
ownership and control is going to be an increasingly important issue”.

The argument goes that there is nothing inherently immoral about 
privately owned and managed public spaces. But, even in the 1960s, 
the nature of “public” was being addressed. As the architect and 
academic Denise Scott Brown said in her 2018 Soane Medal Lecture: 
“Architects often talk about designing public space, but I wanted 
them to learn, before designing, how people actually use such spaces, 
and listen when social planners warn that it isn’t public unless the 
public uses it.” n

CASE STUDY: THE STATE OF UNION SQUARE

Union Square park in New York has a long history as  
a gathering place. In 1861 during the American Civil  
War it was the site of – at the time – the largest public 
assembly in US history. By the 1980s it had become 
more notorious as an after-dark hang-out for drug 
users and criminals. “That was troublesome for the 
people who owned buildings fronting the square,” says 
Hemson Consulting’s John Hughes FRICS. What’s 
more, many of the surrounding shops were vacant. 

Rather than rely on the public purse, local businesses 
and the real estate community joined forces and took 
action. With the approval of mayor Rudy Giuliani and 
city council legislation, they set up New York’s first 
business improvement district (BID). The upshot was 
that the New York City Department of Parks and 
Recreation turned over daily operation of Union Square 
to the BID. “It’s a controversial example of private money 
looking after public space,” Hughes adds.

Over the years, the BID has provided additional 
security and sanitation to the park, and improved  
its landscaping. In 2005 it gave nearly $500,000 
towards the installation of new internal fences. It has 
also worked hard to bring in new businesses to the area.

Since those dark days, Union Square has become 
more of a hot spot for foodies – patronising the farmers’ 
market – than junkies.
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With cash-strapped local 
councils struggling to maintain 
our public spaces, what are the 

best alternative solutions for 
funding their upkeep?
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O
nce upon a time, arriving in the copper-mining town of Ajo, 
in the middle of Arizona’s Sonoran Desert, was an experience 
to be savoured. Exiting the station, you entered an arcaded 
plaza ringed with palm trees, from which a wide avenue took 
the gaze along to Curley School, the town’s standout building. 

The mine closed in 1985. Five years later, the town had lost 40% 
of its population from the decade before. The road network had long 
since disrupted the urban plan’s careful symmetry, carving a road 
through the middle of the plaza. Both the charm of that first 
encounter and the town itself was poorer.

But all was not lost. The International Sonoran Desert Alliance 
(ISDA) – representing the area’s Anglo-American, Mexican and 
indigenous O’odham communities – saw a chance to purchase and 
manage the entire town plaza when it came on the market in 2008. 
A lengthy consultation with residents identified the spots in most 
need of investment, and the Friends of the Plaza, a group of volunteers 
working on maintenance and improvement projects, was established. 
In May of last year, the ISDA received a $1.1m loan from the US 
Department of Agriculture to assist them in preserving the site  
and, today, the management of the plaza is a pillar of the town’s 
development strategy, attracting the visitors required to shift its 
economy from one based on mining to one fed by tourism. 

It may, strictly speaking, be private, but Ajo’s plaza is public in all 
but name. Besides the public organisations that have funded its 
revival, the reclamation of its management by the community has 
been essential to its rebirth. It demonstrates well how easily a space 
becomes public “property”.

“Essentially, a space is considered public if members of the public 
believe they have an attachment to it. So ‘public space’ does not mean 
one maintained by the public purse,” argues Paul Clement, head of 
place-shaping at Savills in Ipswich. “The question of management 
is irrelevant.”

In the UK, the notion that public spaces are the responsibility of 
the public sector is feeling outdated, says Claudio De Magalhães, 
professor of urban management and regeneration at the Bartlett 
School of Planning at University College London (UCL). “This form 
of management consolidated in the 20th century. It didn’t apply 
before this, and there is no reason it will endure for long,” he says.

The current economic circumstances are putting British  
notions of whose job it is to tend community flowerbeds to the  
test. Outsourcing management of publicly owned spaces to 
non-governmental bodies began before the recent austerity drive, 
and steady local authority budget cuts have accelerated the trend.

With parks expensive to maintain, and cash- strapped authorities 
keen to focus resources on the most deprived parts of their boroughs, 
the pressure to find cheaper ways of managing public spaces has 
risen. Several legal and practical structures have been recruited to fill 
the breach – from the voluntary sector, tenants organisations and 
private trusts, to business improvement districts (BID) – where local 
businesses pay a levy to fund the maintenance of local spaces – and 
independent private initiatives. 

In North America, the modern history of non-public management 
goes back to the first BID in Toronto in 1970, and the concept soon 
caught on across the US. More recently, it has revolved around the 
rejuvenation of downtown areas of major cities. 

“We developed a new set of organisations to manage the 
redevelopment of downtown districts, notably the BID, which have 
benefitted from more money,” says David Dixon, who leads the urban 
places planning department at the Boston office of Stantec, a design 
and consulting services firm. 

The trend is set to continue on either side of the Atlantic. As 
populations continue to age, a decline in the number of people in 
work will curb tax receipts – and governments will increasingly look 
for stakeholders to bear the burden of management. Demand for 
space in our cities also continues to rise, bringing increased 
expectations concerning the management of public spaces on the 
part of citizens. 

Evidence from the UK suggests Brits should lose little sleep about 
the fact fewer park attendants are wearing the livery of their local 
borough. In a paper published by research journal Progress in Planning 
in 2016, De Magalhães with his UCL colleague, Sonia Freire Trigo, 
reviewed nine different public spaces around Southwark, Lewisham 
and Lambeth in south London, where control had been ceded by local 
councils to a range of non-governmental bodies. The broad success 
of these projects, the authors conclude, suggests that “publicness” 
can often be guaranteed by means other than public ownership, 
funding and management. In other words, the assumption that public 
sector ownership and direct control might not be in themselves 
essential features of spaces that are public is holding up pretty well. 

As an example, De Magalhães points to Potters Fields Park in 
London, a small green space between Tower Bridge and City Hall,  
the office of the city’s mayor and the Greater London Authority 
(GLA). The borough of Southwark passed responsibility for the  
park to Potters Fields Management Trust – a group that includes  

PAUL CLEMENT
SAVILLS

“ 
BUSINESSES SEE 
THE BENEFITS OF 
REVITALISING DULL, 
UNDERUSED SPACE 
IMMEDIATELY
”
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St Martins Property Group, the Kuwaiti owner of the nearby  
More London office development; the GLA itself; and local  
bodies representing the residents of local social and private housing.

Granted a lease for 30 years in 2005, with a right to renew after, 
the terms of the agreement allowed the trust to raise income through 
hiring the park for private events with restricted access. As well as 
hosting several annual food festivals, the space has been rented for 
concerts, functions and product launches, with the considerable 
revenues reinvested in maintenance and improvement to the space. 

For De Magalhães, the shift away from public bodies managing 
public spaces is desirable, as local authorities were never much good 
at the job in the first place. Like many public bodies, their structure 
makes them good at delivering a uniform service at a large scale. 
Public spaces, by contrast, are idiosyncratic and vary wildly.  
“The local authority model was never very good at catering for  
these localised demands,” he says. Efforts by local authorities to  
make monolithic organisational structures more nimble created a 
proliferation of disjointed organisations with overlapping roles. 
Depending where you dropped a crisp packet in a public park, the old 
joke went, a litter picker from one of five different local authority 
departments would end up picking it up.

With smaller spaces in particular, where many of the users will be 
those who live nearby, outsourcing the management to a local group 
is particularly effective as they bring local knowledge. This is 
especially helpful now that modern lifestyles are less uniform. Fewer 
people work a regular 9-to-5 day, and family structures are more 
diverse. A blanket model for running a public space is no longer a 
suitable approach.

You might have thought that the scarcity of current valuation 
methodologies for public space would bother the private stakeholders 
increasingly called upon to help out with its management. On the 
contrary, says Clement. In most cases, simply presenting the idea  

is enough to win them over. “To the business community, it’s not 
about making the case pound for pound. They see the benefits of 
revitalising a dull, underused space immediately.”

He points to the success of the London BID containing Regent 
Street and Oxford Street. Here, local building owners tasked the New 
West End Company – an organisation formed by 600 or so retail, 
restaurant, hotel and property owners in the area – with arranging 
and managing the bid to take daily running away from the City of 
Westminster. Successes include the Wild West End Garden – a 
planted green public space carved out of a quiet, pedestrianised  
street – and Bird Street, which hosts a range of eye-catching urban 
technologies, including a pavement that generates electricity from 
pedestrians’ footsteps, and a revolutionary air-purifying paint. 

For BID members, the commercial return of increasing the area’s 
appeal to shoppers is obvious, says Clement. The issue is how little 
opportunity the private sector has to replicate examples like this 
elsewhere. Outside London, BIDs may only comprise the occupiers 
of buildings, not their owners, so they struggle to attract the long-
term financial commitment required to make a lasting difference. 
“Occupiers have a shorter time horizon. Many are never going to 
make that commitment you need,” says Clement. 

Other cases point to blunter measures. Since the redevelopment 
of Klyde Warren Park in Dallas began in 2009, Dixon estimates that 
roughly $5bn of new property development in the surrounding area 
has been committed. “Dallas was, for years, a model of the US 
car-centric sprawl, which the government realised was no longer a 
successful urban model. The government and businesses shifted 
their focus, and it all became about having the most vibrant 
downtown,” he says. Built above the Woodall Rodgers Freeway, 
considered a boundary between Dallas’ historically affluent uptown 
and its then-relatively neglected downtown, the city authorities 
made use of air rights to develop the park in the space above the 
freeway – a public area constructed, literally, out of thin air.

The effective running of the 5.2 acre (2.1 ha) park – which is owned 
by the City of Dallas but managed by the Woodall Rodgers Park 
Foundation – has been key in regenerating the downtown area, 
around which much of the $5bn of development has been focused, 
says Dixon. While it is hard to know how much investment would 
have flowed in thanks to other efforts focused on kick-starting the 
area, Dixon is adamant: “[The park] has been instrumental in 
announcing Dallas was turning from sprawl.”

The success of these types of initiatives rests heavily on the initial 
deal. Some questions – how to landscape, or the type of activities to 
host to generate cash – can be left up to the organisations running 
the space. Others – such as opening times and how to manage rough 
sleepers – councils will want to retain some influence over. Local 
authority representation also helps protect interests that are likely 
to get overlooked by a management group packed with locals – such 
as those of visitors who have a connection with a park, or tourists. 

However, with factors such as ageing populations and rapid 
urbanisation squeezing budgets for public maintenance across the 
developed world, continuing the outsourcing trend seems to make 
sense. As De Magalhães notes: “If people have a strong enough stake 
in these spaces and want to put the time and money into them, why 
would a local authority not want to benefit from that?” n

Klyde Warren Park, in Dallas, US, is built over a busy freeway. The park 
opened in 2002, following a public-private partnership, and cost $110m  
to develop. The space attracted more than 1 million visitors in its opening 
year, and is projected to generate $312.7m in economic benefit for the city
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F
or architect Carlo Ratti, everything in 
life is about feedback loops. On your 
way to work, you see a traffic jam  
and take a different route. By the end 
of the month, the city transport 

administration has detected recurring jam 
patterns and decided to change the 
programming of the traffic lights. Over the 
next few years, the city’s urban planners 
decide the data suggests major public works 
are needed; a new road perhaps, or underpass. 

“Planning is inherently dynamic and based 
on feedback loops,” says Ratti, who heads up 
the Senseable City Lab at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT). “Over a 
century ago, the great French geographer and 
anarchist Élisée Reclus claimed that all 
planning had to start from surveying and the 
collection of data. The difference today is 
that we have access to a staggering amount 
of robust, real-time data.”

That real-time data, in the hands of city 
governments, designers and citizens, is  
now starting to influence the urban  
dynamics of cities – and, as a consequence, 
public space. Traditionally, the idea has  
been to design spaces to guide people’s 
behaviour in one way or another. Often, the 
most data an architect or urban designer 
could expect to get their hands on at the  
start of a public-realm project would be from 
the transport department, which could be 
used to understand traffic and pedestrian 
movement in an area. Once built, managers 
of those public spaces rely on observation 
techniques to understand how people use 
the space, the counting of visitors, or by 
conducting surveys. 

A new reality is slowly coming into focus. 
For designers, it means being able to construct 
an intimate picture of a space in real time – 
where people stop to chat, where they get an 

Welcome to the age of the citizen 
planner. By sharing our real-time  
data we can tell place-makers exactly 
how we’re using our cities. And we’re 
building better public realm as a result

O U R  S P A C E
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Uber from when it rains, where they take the 
most selfies, or feel happy or sad. For citizens, 
it means having a say in that process.

This is being made possible by big-data 
sets, such as Transport for London’s  
Open Data system (which makes all Oyster 
travel card activity publicly available), 
crowdsourced projects like OpenStreetMap, 
and social network data – but also emerging 
technologies, such as sensors and video 
recognition, that generate “small data” at the 
single public square or park level, say.  
Making them really useful, though, means 
finding ways to collect, combine and 
visualise different data streams.

Being able to do this in real time was 
Ratti’s ambition with LIVE Singapore! – an 
experimental research project he leads as 
part of the Singapore-MIT Alliance for 
Research and Technology, which is also 
working with the Committee on Autonomous 
Road Transport for Singapore. “We want to 
investigate how big data can be used to 
improve life in cities for inhabitants, as 
opposed to being collected for sole use by 
governments and private corporations,” he 
says. “Therefore, we thought of putting that 
data in the hands of those who create it.” 

To date, LIVE Singapore! has collected  
and mapped the use of taxis on days with 
rainfall; texting patterns on days when there 
are big events on in the city, such as the 

Formula One grand prix; the length of time 
it takes for people to get home throughout 
the day; the relation between energy 
consumption and temperature around the 
city; and the traffic in and out of Singapore’s 
port and airport, which are among the 
busiest in the world (see opposite). The data 
is made available on an open platform that 
anyone can use to create applications.

Greater integration and openness of data 
sets is a step in the right direction, believes 
Ratti, but it also needs to happen “across  
the digital and physical dimensions of  
a city”. A few years ago, Barcelona pioneered 
a new position to combine its roles of city 
architect and chief technology officer, and 
Ratti cites this as a positive example of 
breaking down silos within city government. 
“Having a single, open platform for a variety 
of data sources can help streamline city-wide 
objectives by providing evidence-based 
policy, allowing different departments to 
collaborate around actual data.”

Nick Edwards, the London-based principal 
chair of landscape architecture at BDP, agrees 
and says he would welcome more public 
sector involvement in making more, and 
richer, data available. He thinks the urban 
design professions could be further ahead on 
this. “In a building, every square foot is 
working hard to justify itself. As cities get 
denser, we need to be doing the same.” 

NICK EDWARDS
BDP

“ 
IN A BUILDING, 
EVERY SQUARE 
FOOT IS WORKING 
HARD TO JUSTIFY 
ITSELF. CITIES 
NEED TO BE 
DOING THE SAME
 ”

The advantage of creating and having 
access to open data projects such as LIVE 
Singapore!, says Edwards, is “it gives you a 
much richer definition of public space”.  Even 
specific localised data can be revealing. For 
public realm work in Westminster, London, 
Edwards and his team used parking space 
sensors to gather data on how much they 
were actually being used by residents. “In 
Westminster, [decisions] are informed by 
the residential vote so, politically, it’s very 
hard to remove parking spaces. But the data 
showed they were under-occupied. They 
were being used as commuter spaces. This 
makes you think it might not be the best way 
to use the space.”  

This also highlights one of the problems 
with consultation: often a vocal minority 
emerges during the process. They may not 
be necessarily representative of the 
day-to-day experience of what might be 
called “the silent majority”. Real-time data 
can help to reveal that.

Mass uptake of autonomous vehicles 
could have interesting knock-on effects for 
public space, such as on-street parking.  
The efficiency of the system could mean that 
only one-way traffic flows are necessary, for 
example, which could allow pavements to be 
broadened, making more room for people. 
“This can change your whole starting point 
for design,” says Edwards. “A lot of places 
have been designed based on traffic data and 
servicing a volume of cars. Pedestrian data is 
conspicuous by its absence. What if we could  
start with, ‘can that footpath have at least two 
people walking side by side so they [can] 
chat?’ Could you encourage two people to 
hold their meeting while they are walking? 
This is one of the things we need to do.”

Making the numbers work
Rick Robinson, digital property and cities 
leader at Arup in the UK Midlands, says 
available data tends to be on a project-by-
project basis, and often depends on finding 
an operational business case to pay for 
gathering data in the first place – that is,  
how it can be commercially useful for other 
applications as well. He believes this will 
need to be widely incentivised before we  
see an iterative planning and replanning of 
the urban environment. 

“One thing we do is manage complicated 
infrastructure projects and, in these cases, 
there’s immense value to having a combined 
database of information; not least because 
we’re required to give local businesses 
information about how they’ll be affected,” 
says Robinson. “But now we’re asking: ‘What SO
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IT’S RAINING TAXIS
Getting a taxi can be difficult at the best of times, and the  
platform provides real-time data demonstrating the impact that 
rainfall has on this transportation system. The aim is to use this 
information to help ensure supply and demand is better met and 
streamlined in the future.

RACING POSTS
Live events that take place in the city, such as the street-based 
Formula One Singapore Grand Prix, have a significant impact  
on people’s behaviour. The LIVE! platform enables users to see 
responses to such events, by using colour and size to highlight  
the level of text messaging during such occasions. 

ALL THE INS AND OUTS
Singapore’s airport and sea port are two of the busiest in the world, 
acting as a stop-off point for carriers from all continents. This live 
map provides an insight into how the city manages such a huge 
level of incoming and outgoing cargo, where it’s coming from, and 
how much stays in the region.

FARE SHARING
Sometimes, what appears to be the shortest route isn’t necessarily 
the quickest. Thanks to data obtained from taxis, this unique look  
at the city’s roads enables users to see the reality of travel times,  
and the impact that evolving conditions and new developments  
are having on urban mobility.

LIVE WIRED
The LIVE Singapore! project taps into data generated by the city’s 

users – such as taxi journey times and cargo movements – and 

makes it accessible on an open platform that anyone can use to 

create applications that help improve the lives of its inhabitants

BIG DATA
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can we do with it? Can we open it up and 
share it with the local authority?’ There are 
privacy and trust issues to consider, and we 
need to make it clear what the data is and that 
it’s safe to share. The primary blocker is 
[local authorities] understanding that data 
is a good thing.” 

Not everyone needs persuading. The city 
government in Copenhagen has engaged data 
consultant Backscatter to analyse a backlog 
of anonymised emails from citizens. The 
data is textural – people writing in about 
potholes, for example – and thus difficult  
to work with; but, once aggregated, it is a 
potential gold mine of information about 
how people feel about the city, their concerns 
and how these change seasonally. It could 
inform how the city delivers services, 
including organising the public realm. 

Backscatter partner Anders Koed Madsen, 
who is also an associate professor of the 
Techno-Anthropology Lab (TANTLab) at the 
University of Aalborg in Copenhagen, says 
that kind of granular data allows you “to build 
categorisations from below”, shifting the 
data to tell you what a place is used for and 
by whom, rather than determining that in a 
top-down way. One example of this is the 
Atlas of Danish Facebook Culture, a project 
the lab is running to understand the 
dynamics of interactions on public Danish 
Facebook pages from 2012-2018.

Working with six years of public post  
data on Facebook, TANTLab identified a 
“very large” number of what it calls 
“antagonists” – pairings of anonymised  
user IDs who, judging by their Facebook 
activity, are political opposites, but attended 
the same events. The lab looks at where  
the events were held, and what common 
traits those spaces share. “We are trying to 
pick out spaces in the city that are meeting 
grounds for political opposites,” explains 
Koed Madsen. “That’s a very different 
starting point than [traditional] 
demographic categories.” 

“This gives clues about how to design 
more inclusive, fair spaces, and how to learn 
from areas that bring people together,” adds 
Jeff Risom, partner at Gehl Architects in 
Copenhagen, who is working with TANTLab.

For Koed Madsen, “granular” data 
challenges the smart-city fixation on the 
public realm as physical space and objects. 
Space is as much about what you perceive it 
to be. A public square may look the same day 
to day, but usage data can show it’s different 
things to different people at different times. 
“Your understanding of a city is built by 
engaging with citizens in it,” he says.

Risom believes Gehl has a way of framing 
the city that’s different to everyone else, 
called “public life outcomes”. It is a complex 
protocol, available for any city government 
or individual to download from its website, 
but is essentially a way of measuring how 
well cities are performing for people. “We’re 
more interested in where people are spending 
time than optimising pedestrian flows,” he 
says. “We want to design ‘sticky places’, 
where people slow down and spend time.” 

Although Gehl uses all sorts of data in 
public space projects, the differentiator, says 
Risom, is integrating that with traditional 
methods such as observational ethnography, 
where it will train local stakeholders, mayors, 
landlords and volunteers to go out into the 
city and ask questions. “We’re still doing it, 
because we find it exceptionally valuable and 
we think it only gets stronger when used in 
parallel [with big data].”  

He says the key is having really specific 
questions: “What do you want to know, and 
how do you want to use this data? Less than 
0.5% of the smart city data is actually ever 
analysed. We only want to measure stuff we 
know we are going to use – because that’s 
what’s going to make us better designers.” n

RICS’ Digital Built Environment Conference 
will be held in London in June. To register your 
interest, go to rics.org/dbeconf

 
THREE APPS THAT ARE  
USING DATA VISUALISATION  
TO ENGAGE THE PUBLIC IN  
THE PLANNING PROCESS 

1/
URBANPLANAR
Currently being developed by 
Edinburgh’s Heriot-Watt University, 
this app uses augmented reality  
to simulate new buildings before 
construction. Users will be able to 
point their smartphone at a site  
and see a visualisation of the 
proposal come to life.

2/
URBAN INTELLIGENCE
This start-up is combing national 
and neighbourhood policies for 
planning applications. Users can 
click on a site in the interactive  
map and access all the relevant 
documents in one place.

3/
CITYSWIPE
Residents receive images of 
potential scenarios accompanied 
by either a yes, no, or “which do you 
prefer?” question. The proposals 
could be as simple as a street with 
more public benches or trees, for 
example. To give feedback on the 
suggested scenario, users simply 
swipe right for yes or left for no.

ANDERS KOED MADSEN
BACKSCATTER

“ 
YOUR 
UNDERSTANDING 
OF A CITY IS  
BUILT BY 
ENGAGING WITH 
CITIZENS IN IT
”

http://www.rics.org/dbeconf
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MOBILITY AS A SERVICE
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W
hat would it take for you to  
give up your car? Better public 
transport? A really good bike or 
car-sharing scheme? Being able 
to summon a driverless car to pick 

you up from your door and take you wherever 
you want? Or how about all these things and 
more, accessed via a single smartphone app 
that would allow you to plan any number of 
journeys in your area, using any combination 
of methods, all for a flat monthly fee? 

This is mobility-as-a-service or MaaS, 
coming soon to a city, town or even village 
near you. MaaS is the logical, some say 
inevitable, conclusion as the millennial-led 
“sharing economy” converges with 
innovations in the automotive sector, cloud 
data processing and mobile communications. 
It’s often overshadowed by autonomous 
vehicles (AVs), but it’s a far more radical 
concept that could consign vehicle ownership 
to the past, thus massively reducing the 
number of vehicles on the road. There are 
therefore profound implications for a built 
environment that has been overwhelmingly 
designed around the car, and the need for 
parking spaces, on-street or otherwise.

“The transport network is the skeleton of 
the city. If demand changes, it would be kind 
of strange if the city didn’t change as well,” 
says Sampo Hietanen, co-founder of Finnish 
start-up MaaS Global, which operates the 
world’s first MaaS service through the Whim 
app in Helsinki, the UK’s West Midlands, 
Antwerp and, soon, Singapore. 

In the immediate future, the most obvious 
impact of MaaS will be a reduction in the 
space needed for roads, parking and 
driveways. Transport researcher Paul Barter 
estimates that around the world, the typical 
car is parked for 96% of the time. With an 
intelligent management and distribution 
system uniting all modes of transport, it 
should be possible to achieve far higher 
utilisation rates, especially when connected 
autonomous vehicles can move from fare to 
fare on their own, drive more closely together 
and park in far tighter spaces. “MaaS is likely 
to be the preferred model for cities in the 
future, because it has the potential to 
optimise the transport system, not only of 
the city but of the suburb and out into rural 
areas,” says Dr Maria Kamargianni, head of 
University College London’s MaaSLab 

research team. “It offers a future where there 
is no need for private vehicles, so we will have 
an opportunity to reallocate space to make 
more room for people.”

The 2016 white paper Making Better Places: 
Autonomous vehicles and future opportunities, 
by architect Farrells and engineer WSP 
envisages future towns and cities with 
narrower, safer roads and wider areas for 
pedestrians, cyclists, leisure use and 
greenery. Road signs and traffic lights would 
no longer be needed, and designing out 
on-street parking would create 15-20% 
additional land at ground level for more 
valuable uses. Using government data on 
residential land value uplifts, they estimate 
that a 100ha (274 acre) AV zone could gain 
more than £1.25bn in central London, £300m 
in outer London or £15m-£75m across the 
rest of the UK. “One of the biggest issues in 
all urban settlements is the integration of 
vehicles,” says the report’s co-author Nigel 
Bidwell, now director at London-based 
architect JTP. “There is going to be a different 
social contract with public space. At the 
moment, the priority is very much given to 
cars, but making healthy places is dependent 
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PARKING METRES
Moovel Lab’s What the Street!? project uses OpenStreetMap  

to work out how much space in a city is given over to parking.  

While not an exact science, the resulting visualisations help us to 

understand how much space could potentially be put to better use
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on prioritising pedestrians and creating 
places where people want to walk and to sit.”

There is a tension here, and planners will 
face a dilemma over how newly available sites 
in high-value locations should be used, says 
Oxford Policy Management’s director of 
urban economics, Jim Coleman. There will 
be pressure to increase density, but also a 
greater need for open spaces to mitigate 
overheating and flooding caused by climate 
change. “We need to think carefully about 
the balance between development and green 
infrastructure. The latter is a public good, so 
there could be a role for government to fund 
that alongside the private sector.” 

In housing areas, paved driveways could be 
turned back into gardens – the white paper 
estimates that this could reclaim around 
14,000ha across the UK, an area equivalent 
to 100 of London’s Hyde Park. Llewelyn 
Morgan, head of innovation at Oxfordshire 
County Council, is already talking to 
developers about building car clubs into new 
housing schemes: “It might not reduce the 
need to have a car, but you might not need to 
have two. In 10 or 20 years, you will probably 
just be thinking about where to place shared 
vehicles or pick-up points, so if you’ve got a 
development with a 15-year build out, the 
later phases could look very different.” 

MaaS will be easiest to implement in large 
cities, but it’s in less well-served towns, 
suburbs and rural areas where the availability 
of rich, real-time data could bring the greatest 
benefits. Rural areas often have the lowest 
utilisation rates of public transport, with 
buses running near empty, so on-demand 
services would improve both efficiency and 
accessibility, and potentially make such areas 
more viable for development. Morgan points 
out that local authorities are big spenders on 
both public transport and on moving people 

The growth of MaaS will reduce the need for 
parking, creating opportunities to repurpose 
spaces into more flexible commercial and leisure 
uses, such as returning town squares back to 
their original intended uses as market places

around to access social care and health 
services. He has set up a study to see whether 
this investment could be used to lay the 
foundations for MaaS: “You’re spending so 
much money running the transport because 
the commercial model can’t work here, so 
why not actively invest to leave some sort of 
legacy? For us, it’s a massive opportunity.” 

Introducing MaaS could also unlock 
development in lower-value locations, says 
Coleman. “Some sites are difficult to develop 
because the developer would have to fund 
new roads. But if the road system can be used 
more efficiently, maybe you don’t need to.” 
He also suggests that MaaS could reshape 
the retail sector, removing the divide 
between out-of-town shopping malls and 
high streets. Swathes of parking in retail 
parks could be redeveloped as leisure, 
residential or office space: “You could see 
places that are just retail destinations 
becoming mixed-use, or more like 
settlements.” Self-driving electric vehicles 
will transform retail logistics too, enabling 
24-hour deliveries even in city centres: “That 
will reduce the need for warehousing because 
vehicles will be moving pretty constantly.” 

Road hog
Car-parking spaces are another massive 
opportunity, accounting for a startling 
amount of a city’s land use. Moovel Lab’s 
What the Street?! project (see opposite) 
analysed open-source map data to reveal that 
94% of Los Angeles is given over to parking 
space. This won’t all become redundant: 
even self-driving cars will need to be stored 
somewhere between journeys, and electric 
vehicles will have to charge, ideally close to 
passengers. Paul Gallagher, car park 
consultant at JLL in London, believes car 
parks will still have a future, but they will be 

much smaller – with no need for aisles or 
gaps between vehicles – and some will 
evolve into transit hubs. “You might drive in 
or car share into a car park and then do the 
last mile on a scooter or bike or walking.” Car 
park operators may themselves evolve into 
MaaS providers, he suggests, pointing to a 
spate of high-value acquisitions as investors 
target car parks as sources of income, data 
and portfolios of prime land. 

Surplus car park structures could be 
converted into office, residential or self-
storage space, depending on location, 
demand and the buildings themselves. 
“Some developers in the US are building 
parking garages with increased floor heights 
so they can be repurposed,” says Revathi 
Greenwood, Americas head of research at 
CBRE. But she warns that this will present 
some tough calls for real estate advisers: “It’s 
expensive to do and there’s an optionality 
premium that you have to pay for flexibility. 
The real debate is whether it’s worth paying 
the price, and that will depend on the city.”

The opportunities of MaaS come with 
some very significant risks, particularly 
given the difficulty of accurately predicting 
when the tipping point will occur. Hietanen 
estimates that it will be around 2025 – “but 
to be honest, I always say a different year”. 

The greatest unknown is the transition, 
says Coleman: “One thing designing for the 
automobile has taught us is that it’s very 
difficult to anticipate how technology will 
change movement. We’ve got this strange 
dichotomy, where the technology is available 
but the built environment is always going to 
lag behind. We could redesign it for another 
model and end up with the wrong built 
environment again because the technology 
always leaps ahead. I don’t think there’s any 
answer to that.” nSO
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Benefits Plus is the member rewards programme from RICS, with a range of  
exciting special offers, discounts and other incentives for RICS professionals.  
How much could you save? For the full line-up of benefits, visit rics.org/benefits

M E M B E R  R E W A R D S 

TYSONCOOPER

TYSONCOOPER

TYSONCOOPER

RICS PROFESSIONALS SAVE UP TO 30% ON A NEW CAR

Are you a company car opt-out driver, receiving a cash allowance 
or simply purchasing your own car? Mydrive from Tyson Cooper 
will help you get the best deal with an outstanding service.

To see the latest deals, visit tysoncooper-mydrive.com

SAVE 12.5% ON YOUR HOME RENOVATION INSURANCE 

Planning to renovate in 2019? With Hiscox Home Insurance, 
renovation and extension projects up to £75,000 are covered  
as standard, protecting your home, materials and liabilities.

For more information, visit rics.org/hiscox

SAVE UP TO 30% ON YOUR NEXT HOTEL STAY

Escape somewhere more inviting this winter. With up to 30% 
off across Europe, IHG hotels will make sure that your stay is 
exceptional, whatever the weather. 

Book your discounted rate now via rics.org/ihg

EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNTS FOR RICS MEMBERS AT TM LEWIN

End the day as you started it with our Ultimate Non-Iron Shirts. 
With three fits, 34 fabrics, two collar and cuff options and a large 
range of sleeve lengths, we ensure your style isn’t compromised.

Visit rics.org/tmlewin to find your perfect white shirt today
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All prices exclusive of VAT or local taxes

For details of conferences, training sessions and 
CPD seminars near you, go to rics.org/events
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N E W S  I N  B R I E F

E X P E R I E N C E

T R A I N I N G  &  E V E N T S

RICS at MIPIM 2019
12-15 March, Cannes, France
MIPIM gathers the most influential players from  
all sectors of the property industry for four days  
of networking, learning and transaction through 
premium events, conferences and exhibitions.  
Join us there. To see the full range of activities  
and to register for the event, visit mipim.com.

RICS Summit Africa 2019 
29-30 May 2019, 
Maslow Hotel, 
Johannesburg,  
South Africa   
CPD: 6 hours 
From R1,850 (£100)  
rics.org/summitafrica

DISTANCE LEARNING

Certificate in Quantity 
Surveying Practice 
Online training 
Duration: six months 
CPD: 150 hours    
£915  rics.org/qsp

Certificate in 
Commercial Real Estate
Online training 
Duration: nine months  
CPD: 72 hours   
£1,319  rics.org/cre

CONFERENCES

RICS Cayman Islands 
Construction & 
Property Conference
15 March,  
Grand Cayman 
CPD: 6 hours   
$150 (£119)  rics.org 
/caymanconference

RICS Valuation 
Conference
26 March, 30 Euston 
Square, London  
CPD: 5.5 hours  
£215  rics.org 
/valuationconference 

World Built Environment 
Forum Summit 2019 
13-14 May,  
Conrad New York  
Early-bird rate $850 
(£670) rics.org/wbef

UK PROFESSIONALS: PLAN AHEAD 
WITH OUR MONTHLY EMAILS

RICS hosts regular CPD sessions, 
socials and conferences in all 12 UK 
regions. To keep up to date with the 
latest events, including insightful 
seminars, networking activities  
and annual RICS Dinners, sign up  
to receive the monthly RICS Plan  
Ahead email relevant to your local 
region: rics.org/plan-ahead. For those 
in the early stages of their career, 
RICS Matrics groups exist in every 
UK region to help support career 
progression. You can find out more 
about their upcoming activities in 
your region by also signing up to 
receive the Plan Ahead email. If you 
are interested in joining a Matrics 
committee, hosting a seminar for 
them, or becoming a speaker at a  
CPD session, email Matrics@rics.org.  

BUILDING CONFIDENCE IN 
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

With 25% of wages generated by  
the property sector in Australia  
and New Zealand – directly 
contributing around 12% of GDP 
– building and sustaining public 
confidence in our professional 
standards is paramount. To help us 
achieve that goal, RICS Oceania is 
launching RICS Building Confidence, 
a full-day conference that aims to 
identify, discuss and learn from best 
practice. Book your place today at  
rics.org/buildingconfidence.

ANTI-MONEY-LAUNDERING 
STATEMENT BECOMES MANDATORY 

The International Monetary Fund 
estimates that the amount of money 
laundered globally in one year could 
be 2-5% of global GDP, equivalent to 
$0.8tr-$2tr. The risks of bribery and 

corruption, money laundering and 
terrorist financing cut across our 
profession, regardless of geography  
or industry specialism. To help the 
profession identify and manage  
these risks, RICS has introduced  
a draft professional statement on  
Countering Bribery and Corruption, 
Money Laundering and Terrorist 
Financing. The statement will become 
mandatory mid-way through the year 
(date to be confirmed). To find out 
more, visit rics.org/moneylaundering.

LISTENING TO YOUR VIEWS: SURVEY 
OF THE PROFESSION LAUNCHES

In these times of momentous change, 
it’s more important than ever that 
you share your views about the 
profession and RICS’ role as your 
professional body. With this in mind, 
we’re evolving our research so it’s 
easier to complete. The survey is 
shorter, focusing on the topics most 
important to you. The feedback you 
provide enables us to build deep 
insight into the profession, guiding 
our strategic planning and the actions 
we take to meet your needs. Have 
your say at rics.org/surveyprofession.

GAIN FRESH INSIGHT INTO PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT IN INFRASTRUCTURE

What are the nature and extent of the 
barriers inhibiting private investment 
in infrastructure projects? What is 
best practice when it comes to 
turning infrastructure development 
plans into investable projects? RICS’ 
forthcoming research commissioned 
paper, Bridgingthegap:private
investmentinfutureinfrastructure
provision, will consider these 
questions and explore the diversity of 
challenges across a variety of global 
markets. The paper will be published 
at rics.org/insight.IM
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O B I T U A R I E S

E X P E R I E N C E

Please email obituary notifications to  
contactrics@rics.org or call +44 (0)247 686 8555 

EASTERN
Chandrani Amendra 
MRICS, 1957-2018 
Essex
Anthony King 
Blackburn FRICS 
1927-2018, Diss
Reginald Thomas 
Sharpe FRICS 
1931-2018, Suffolk 

EAST MIDLANDS
Neil Chatterton  
FRICS, 1952-2018 
Lincolnshire 
Adrian Garrood MRICS 
1942-2018, Kings Lynn

NORTH EAST
Alan Cuthbert 
Southworth MRICS
1927-2018  
Newcastle upon Tyne

NORTH WEST
Robert Baker MRICS 
1928-2018, Crewe 
George Joseph 
Partridge FRICS 
1928-2018, Wirral

SOUTH EAST
Alexander Edgar 
Bratton MRICS 
1928-2018, Gosport
Alan Conning FRICS 
1941-2018, Kent
Gerald Francis 
Cornelia FRICS 
1946-2018, Surrey
John Leslie Dalton 
FRICS, 1929-2018 
Berkhamsted
Brian English FRICS  
1942-2018, Bedford

Richard L Hussey 
FRICS 1931-2018 
East Sussex
Leslie Isles AssocRICS 
1936-2018 
Swallowfield
Graham Kelly  
FRICS, 1944-2018  
Bognor Regis
Ronald Monk  
FRICS, 1928-2018 
Bognor Regis
David Phillips MRICS 
1932-2018, Jersey
Clifford Pratt FRICS 
1939-2018, Hants
David Rees AssocRICS 
1947-2018  
East Sussex
Peter Snape FRICS 
1945-2018, Hants
Montague John 
Burgess Taylor FRICS 
1939-2018
Martin Alleyne Thorp 
FRICS, 1941-2018, Kent
Philip Wood FRICS 
1936-2018, Surrey

SOUTH WEST
Peter Miles Bell  
FRICS, 1946-2018 
Marlborough
Derek Griffin FRICS 
1932-2018, Dorset
John Hickish FRICS 
1930-2018, Cornwall
David Peters FRICS 
1934-2018, Wiltshire
John Phillipps MRICS 
1921-2018, Devon 
Nicholas William 
Carey Randall MRICS 
1941-2018, Exeter

Derek A Randall  
Vining FRICS 
1930-2018, Exeter
William Anthony 
Whittle FRICS 
1934-2018, Dorset

WEST MIDLANDS
Gregory Hancox  
MRICS, 1946-2018 
Albrighton
Ronald Ind MRICS 
1933-2018 
Worcestershire

YORKSHIRE  
& HUMBER
Albert Ronald Fisher 
MRICS, 1930-2018 
Richmond 
Chas Gilliard 
AssocRICS  
1918-2018, Leeds

NORTHERN IRELAND
John Vance Arthur 
FRICS, 1934-2018 
Londonderry

SCOTLAND
Andrew Peter FRICS 
1935-2018, Glasgow 

WALES
Malcolm Rosser 
Howard MRICS 
1941-2018  
Vale of Glamorgan
Raymond George Lee 
FRICS, 1942-2018 
Chepstow

ASEAN
Clive Holgate FRICS 
1941-2018, Philippines

MR JASON BARKWORTH, LONDON, SE7
REGISTRATION PANEL – 20.11.18
On 20 November 2018, Mr Barkworth made an 
application for admission into Membership,  
which was heard by a Registration Panel. The Panel 
allowed Mr Barkworth’s application and granted  
him Membership of RICS, with immediate effect.
 
MR JASON BARKWORTH, LONDON, SE7
DISCIPLINARY PANEL HEARING – 21.11.18
The Panel heard a case against Mr Barkworth on 21 
November 2018. The Panel considered whether Mr 
Barkworth may be liable for Disciplinary action under 
Bye-Law 5.2.2(d) by reason of having been convicted  
of inflicting grievous bodily harm upon a person  
without intent contrary to Section 20 of the Offences 
Against the Person Act 1861 and sentenced to 18 
months’ imprisonment, suspended for 12 months.  
The Panel imposed a Reprimand and ordered him to 
contribute towards RICS’ costs.
 
MR RICHARD WILSON [5024732], LEICESTER, LE7
APPEAL PANEL HEARING – 03.12.18
Mr Wilson appealed the decision of a Disciplinary Panel 
and this was heard by an Appeal Panel on 3 December 
2018. The Appeal Panel allowed Mr Wilson’s appeal  
and varied the sanction imposed to a Caution and a  
Fine of £500. It also ordered Mr Wilson to contribute 
towards RICS’ costs.
 
MR THOMAS KETLEY MRICS [1165865], ESSEX, CM9
APPEAL PANEL HEARING – 03.12.18
Mr Ketley appealed the decision of a Disciplinary Panel 
and this was heard by an Appeal Panel on 3 December 
2018. The Appeal Panel allowed Mr Ketley’s appeal  
and varied the sanction imposed to a Caution and a  
Fine of £500. It also ordered Mr Ketley to contribute 
towards RICS’ costs.
 
MR P ANTINO BSC(HONS) MSC, LONDON, CM2
DISCIPLINARY PANEL – 4-11.06.18, 13-18.06.18,  
12-16.11.18, 23.11.18, AND 12.12.18
The Disciplinary Panel heard 10 charges against  
Mr Antino, finding five of the 10 charges proved.  
The Panel expelled Mr Antino from Membership  
of RICS with immediate effect and ordered him to 
contribute towards RICS’ costs.

C O N D U C T

rics.org/conductcases 
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CHARTERED SURVEYORS
OUTDOOR MEDIA MANAGEMENT

National   |   Independent   |   Established 1990

“Never enter in to a media contractors standard form of agreement”

 The Thomas Partnership is the UK's only practice of Chartered Surveyors acting solely
in relation to advertising hoardings and displays. Our services include:

D E V E L O P M E N T  C O N S U LT A N C Y  •  R E N T  R E V I E W S  &  L E A S E  R E N E W A L S  •  I N V E S T M E N T
•  V A L U A T I O N  •  T O W N  P L A N N I N G  •  D I R E C T  M E D I A  M A N A G E M E N T

WWW.THETHOMASPARTNERSHIP.COM   |   info@thethomaspartnership.com  |   0845 370 1200   
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Do you need  
business insurance?
Co-op Insurance Services introduces 
you to Miles Smith 
A specialist insurance broker to help you  
find the right cover at the right price.

To get a quote call: 0800 056 6511

Co-op Insurance Services acts as an Introducer for Business Insurance. Co-op Insurance Services is a trading 
name of Co-op Insurance Services Limited; registered in England and Wales with registration number 
4390. Registered office: CIS Building, Miller Street, Manchester M60 0AL. Calls may be monitored or 
recorded for security and training purposes. Calls to 0800 numbers are free from both UK landlines and 
mobile phones. Lines open: 9am-6pm Mon-Fri. Miles Smith is a trading name of Miles Smith Limited, 
which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered office: 6th Floor, One 
America Square, 17 Crosswall, London, EC3N 2LB. Registered in England, number 00951095.

RICS Auctioneers maximise 
their buying audience by 

selling on BidSpotter.co.uk

Do you auction industrial assets?
Contact us today and receive £1,000 

worth of marketing* towards your first auction.
*Terms and Conditions apply

James Nickless-Allen  I  Head of Sales 
t: +44 (0)20 3725 5566  I  m: +44 (0)75 2581 0926 

e: jamesallen@bidspotter.co.uk  I  w: www.bidspotter.co.uk

Bidders from

133 countries
93%

sell through rate
£221m
assets sold

*Data from BidSpotter.co.uk & BidSpotter.com



RICS compliant PI cover
Immediate telephone quotes        
Immediate cover and documents
Expert friendly service               
Run Off cover available

Call us on 01837 55777
www.anchormaninsurance.co.uk
info@anchormaninsurance.co.uk

Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Proud members of Purple Partnership: 
A leading Independent Insurance Broker Network

Anchorman advert half 1802_Layout 1  27/02/2018  13:34  Page 1

Develop talent, expertise and capability 
in your workforce with RICS-accredited 
apprenticeship programmes.
➜ Level 7 Senior Leader Master’s degree apprenticeship 

(includes CMI CMgr)

➜ Level 6 Chartered Surveyor degree apprenticeships 
(includes MRICS)

➜ Level 3 Surveying Technician apprenticeships 
(includes AssocRICS)

The UK’s Number One provider of surveying apprenticeships
For more information visit www.ucem.ac.uk/modus
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R I C S  R E C R U I T 
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A revolution  
in surveying.
Join an innovative company that's leading the technological 
revolution in surveying. A growing company where surveyors 
spend less time travelling, more time surveying and where 
expertise is properly rewarded. 
 
e.surv's continued success means we're looking to recruit a 
Senior Surveying Quality Manager and RICS accredited 
surveyors in:  

Contact Matt Siddons, Recruitment Manager 
Email: matthew.siddons@esurv.co.uk         Tel: 07794 392858 
Web: www.esurv.co.uk/jobs

Competitive salary  |  Generous incentive scheme  |  Flexible benefits package  |  Company car  |  Private medical care

Birmingham, Hereford, East London, Romford, Twickenham, 
Croydon, Cambridge, Ashford - Kent, Canterbury, Redhill, 
Bristol, Portsmouth, Southampton, North and South Wales, 
Peterborough, Leicester, Bradford, York, Barnsley, Doncaster, 
Warrington and Newcastle. 

 
RESIDENTIAL SURVEYORS & VALUERS 

Full and Part Time, employed & self employed.  
For more than 23 years, MLA Recruitment has been assisting 
Residential Surveyors to progress their careers. We recruit 

for most industry employers (lenders, financial organisations, 
large corporate and smaller non-corp surveying firms) and 

we find surveyors for the very best jobs around.
If you are AssocRICS/MRICS/FRICS and a registered valuer, 
ideally with relevant experience then contact us to discuss 

your career aspirations. 

Immediate vacancies exist across London/M25 and  
UK counties, particularly Avon, Beds, Berks, Birmingham, 
Bucks, Cambs, Cheshire, Derbys, Devon, Dorset, Durham, 
Essex, Hants, Herts, Kent, Lancs, Leics, Lincs, Gtr Manch, 
Mersey, Middx, Norfolk, Northants, Notts, Somerset, Staffs, 

Suffolk, Surrey, Sussex E, Teesside, Tyneside, Wales,  
Warks, W Mids, Yorks. 

Also immediate “Staff Surveyor positions”,  
and “Private Survey Only” opportunities. 

Email your CV to apply@mlarecruit.com or speak to the 
industry’s most experienced recruitment team, Jeff Johnson 

07940 594093 or Graham Johnson 07821 708131
To register for the event please visit ricsrecruit.com/live

RICS Recruit Live
25th March 2019 - RICS HQ, London

Join us and meet leading employers 
face to face at RICS Recruit Live:

•  Exhibitors include Mott Macdonald, 
Arcadis and Transport for London.

•  Have the opportunity to attend our 
careers advice surgery and get tips 
from the professionals.

• Network with some of the industry's 
top employers and give your career 
prospects a boost.
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If you are interested in working 
for us then we would love 
to hear from you. Please contact:

Neale Smith 
Head of Recruitment on

07393 797350
or send your CV to 
svcareers@connells.co.uk  

Connells Survey & Valuation are seeking Residential Surveyors.

We are looking to recruit RESIDENTIAL SURVEYORS in the following locations

Bradford
Bristol
Cambridgeshire
Chester
Corby

Coventry
Dorset
Hereford
Hull
Norfolk

North Devon
North Wales
Nottinghamshire
Sheffield
Swansea

Transparent 
Commission & 

Bonuses

Latest 
Technology

Career 
Progression

Working with new 
diverse markets

LOOKING
FOR A NEW
OPPORTUNITY?

Swindon
Warrington

We’re recruiting VRS registered, 
AssocRICS, MRICS, and FRICS 
surveyors today.

SDL Group is an equal opportunities employer and 
encourages a diverse range of talent to apply.

Consistent 
monthly income Flexible 

working hours

Term 
time contracts

WANT TO 
SPEND 

MORE TIME 
WITH YOUR 

FAMILY?

Surveyors are 
parents too. 

Call us today on: 
07881 008594
Or, email your CV to: 
recruitment@sdlgroup.co.uk
www.sdlsurveying.co.uk

• Exciting opportunity for experienced Building Surveyors 
and Registered Valuers within a privately owned and 
independent niche market practice covering several areas 
within the M25 and Home Counties.

• Flexible options for motivated candidates with a varied 
workload dealing mainly in the Private Bank  
and Private Survey arena.

• Negotiable packages with prospects for advancement  
for the right candidates.

Interested candidates should email  
Jeremy Lyons – jlyons@al-surveyors.com

NEW OPENINGS FOR EXPERIENCED  
BUILDING SURVEYORS &  
REGISTERED VALUERS

www.al-surveyors.com  |  020 3411 6393



Expansion...
Growth...
Opportunities
Established in 1873, Tyser Greenwood 
Chartered Surveyors have over 100 
years’ experience providing surveying 
and valuations across the Residential  
and Commercial Property Market. 

Following our successful recruitment drive last year, we 
are still looking to add to our rapidly growing network of 

home based surveyors, to service our expanding client 
base, utilising the latest iPad technology. 

We are looking to increase our footprint and service offering by 
expanding our team with further vacancies in North West 

(Manchester), South Yorkshire, Teeside, Tyneside, Midlands, 
East Coast Yorkshire, Hull, Bristol, Cheltenham and Gloucester. 

There is an above average remuneration package available for 
successful candidates. You should be an experienced residential 

surveyor with strong IT skills, who can offer high levels of expertise 
whilst being willing to develop new business across your territory.

Approaches from sole practitioners could also be considered. 

Get in touch to find out more, call 01932 736 501  
or email recruitment@tgsurveyors.co.uk

TGS_0001_AUG_Recruitment_Ad_173x111_FA.indd   1 06/08/2018   10:10

Following our extensive recruitment drive in 2018,  
we are still looking to add to our rapidly  

growing network of home based surveyors.
 

We plan to increase our footprint and service offering  
further by expanding our team with opportunities in; North West 

(Manchester), South Yorkshire, Teeside, Tyneside, Midlands, East 
Coast Yorkshire, Hull, Bristol, Cheltenham and Gloucester.

 

There is an above average remuneration package available for 
successful candidates. You should be an experienced residential 

surveyor with strong IT skills (capable of using the latest ipad 
technology), who can offer high levels of expertise whilst being 

willing to develop new business across your territory.

 
Get in touch to find out more, call 01932 736 501  

or email recruitment@tgsurveyors.co.uk

Following our extensive recruitment drive in 2018,  
we are still looking to add to our rapidly  

growing network of home based surveyors.
 

We plan to increase our footprint and service offering  
further by expanding our team with opportunities in;  

North West (Manchester), Teeside, Tyneside, Midlands, East  
Coast Yorkshire, Hull, Bristol, Cheltenham and Gloucester.

 

There is an above average remuneration package available for 
successful candidates. You should be an experienced residential 

surveyor with strong IT skills (capable of using the latest ipad 
technology), who can offer high levels of expertise whilst being 

willing to develop new business across your territory.

 
Get in touch to find out more, call 01932 736 501  

or email recruitment@tgsurveyors.co.uk

HARGREAVES JONES 
RECRUITMENT 2019

Talented Quantity Surveyors (at all levels up to Director level) are sought with 
solid track record/experience in onshore/offshore windfarm projects

Location: Scotland Base Location 
with Excellent Salaries + Car/Car Allowance + Generous Pension + PHI

  
Hargreaves Jones is a commercial and Project Management Services Consultancy serving the Oil, Gas, Nuclear,  

Utilities, including overhead Transmission Lines, Pharmaceuticals, Fast Moving Consumer Goods sectors (FMCG) and 
Commercial and Traditional Building sectors. We pride ourselves on delivering commercial and project services to 

clients engaged in capital construction and engineering activities on both large and small infrastructure projects  for 
Blue Chip clients, or their respective design and project management service providers. 

The continued expansion and success of our growing business is reliant upon finding enthusiastic and motivated  
professionals. We provide APC training and support & opportunities to grow in an exciting professional environment.

Please send a copy of your CV and covering email to kim@hargreavesjones.com
For further deatils please contact www.hargreavesjones.com
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Unrivalled Property 
Recruitment Expertise.

Chartered Residential 
Surveyors:  Within both 
corporate and panel 
appointed, non-corporate 
practice-based environments 
Remuneration includes a 
basic salary of £45-60k 
(depending on location), 
bonuses (based on fee 
income), a car (or allowance), 
healthcare and pension.  
Locations with immediate 
starts are available across  
the UK.

Building Surveyors:  
Opportunities to  work  
for well-established and 
independent firms 
Immediate roles for motivated, 
experienced Building 
Surveyors working within the 
M25 undertaking Building 
Surveys and HBRs at low 
volume for high average fees 
and excellent remuneration 
package which, for the right 
surveyor, could be worth in 
excess of six figures.

Opportunities within the Residential Sector - UK Wide
Andy Welham   
0208 514 9177  
Andyw@BBLproperty.co.uk

James Irving  
0208 514 9120 
Jamesi@BBLproperty.co.uk 

For our full range of residential 
opportunities including freelance 
and consultancy roles please 
visit: www.bblproperty.co.uk

Unrivaled Property 
Recruitment Expertise.

For well over 20 years now, we’ve 
been placing surveying professionals 
in positions across the country, at 
some of the most prestigious 
companies around.

Whether you’re a Chartered Surveyor 
or AssocRICS, a Commercial Valuer or 
Building Surveyor – we’ve got your 
next job.
We are happy to discuss and potentially 
offer contrast to your current situation, 
or provide advice on the best move to 
maximise your career path.

We currently have numerous and  
immediate vaccancies for experienced 
surveyors and those seeking 
cross-training across the UK. 
Some current locations include: 
Residential Surveying:
London & Counties / Midlands / The North 
(East & West)
Staff Valuer:
North & East London / South West London
Cross-training:
WR / CV / B / DY / NG / NR / PL / EX / L
Building Surveyor:
London / Leeds / Newcastle

Andy Welham   
0208 514 9177  
Andyw@BBLproperty.co.uk 

For our full range of opportunities 
alongside helpful career & CV advice 
please visit www.bblproperty.co.uk

With many more vaccancies available 
please do call should you be interested 
in having an informat chat about the 
opportunities in your own location.

Staff Valuer / Client Side: 
Fee earning opportunities 
using one reporting format 
covering a tight knit patch  
Our most recent opportunities 
cover North and East London 
and South West London.  
With many additional 
residential vacancies 
available, please do call 
should you be interested  
in having an informal chat 
about the opportunities in 
your own location.

Looking to retire or sell 
your business in 2019?
We are a firm of independent Chartered 
Surveyors based in London undertaking a 
range of residential and commercial 
building surveys, valuations, lease reform 
and Party Wall matters. We are looking to 
acquire similar sole practitioners or 
small/medium surveying businesses based 
inin London. You should ideally have a strong 
client base with a mix of solicitors and estate 

agents, undertaking similar lines of work.



®

RICS is the global professional body promoting and  
enforcing the highest international standards in the  
valuation, management and development of land, real  
estate, construction and infrastructure

The work of our professionals touches every aspect of life,  
and our international standards are shaping the world itself.  
A global force for positive change, we are building consistency 
and confidence that help to protect the public and safeguard  
the environment.

You’ll play a vital role in bringing this to life – we’re an influential 
organisation where you can really make a difference. We have a 
requirement for a permanent Head of Indices to join our Product 
Development team in London.  

In this role you will set and implement the strategy for 
development and maintenance of relevant indices, measuring  
the movement in prices over time, location, etc., suitable for  
the construction industry in the 21st century. 

You will need significant experience of: leading statistical 
research; engaging with external partners; presenting to  
industry and/or publishing in construction press; and  
managing people and projects.

RICS is an equal opportunity employer committed to diversity and 
inclusion. We encourage qualified candidates from a wide array of 
backgrounds to apply because we know that it’s the differences 
in our people that make the difference to our performance.

Head of Indices

For more information and to apply, please contact Chris Salter csalter@rics.org
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We value our team members and provide excellent remuneration depending on experience. Your 
career package will include a range of industry leading benefits, supported career progression and a 

balanced approach to your working life with the support of our national team.

For an informal chat, about our apprenticeships and current opportunities,
please call David Charnock, Director of Corporate Development
on 07919 815576 or email your CV to david.charnock@jhai.co.uk

  

Career opportunities with the UK’s leading
Approved Inspector

BUILD YOUR OWN FUTURE AT jhai

We currently have opportunities in the following areas:
•  EAST & WEST MIDLANDS Assistant & Qualified Building Control Surveyors

•  SOUTH MIDLANDS Assistant & Qualified Building Control Surveyors

•  WAKEFIELD, LEEDS & SHEFFIELD AREA Assistant & Qualified Building Control Surveyors

•  DEVON & CORNWALL Assistant & Qualified Building Control Surveyors

•  PORTSMOUTH, BASINGSTOKE & READING AREA Qualified Building Control Surveyors

•  ENERGY ASSESSOR  Assistant & Qualified assessor for SAP calculations & energy performance

JOIN OUR SUCCESSFUL 
APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMME
Supported by jhai’s industry leading experts, you can work 
towards a national recognised BSc (Hons) qualification with 
our Apprenticeships o�ered in conjunction with our 
preferred academic supplier UCEM.

This degree level programme delivers the practical learning 
you’ll need, along with satisfying the academic 
requirements for Charted Membership of RICS and CABE.

Build your future with a jhai apprenticeship today.



Sir Robert McAlpine is a leading UK building and civil engineering 
company. We combine outstanding technical expertise with the personal 
touch that comes with being a family-owned company. We’re currently 
looking to employ qualified QS and Commercial Managers in London and 
the South East. 

Already a high calibre and competent professional? Your expertise 
and career progression are vital to our success, we will work with you 
to develop your skills and capabilities. In return we’ll offer a highly 
competitive package and the security that comes with working for a  
long-established company.

You will need to demonstrate previous experience within the construction 
industry, ideally with a main contractor alongside significant business 
acumen, communication and collaborative working skills and a drive for 
sustainability and on time delivery.   

QUANTITY SURVEYOR & COMMERCIAL  
MANAGER ROLES - LONDON & THE SOUTH EAST 

TO APPLY: Please register your interest at https://jobs.srm.com/jobs
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“
AI will give 
professionals 
hard facts 
corroborated 
from thousands 
of points  
of data
”

Back in 2011, a contestant called Watson 
won $1m on the US television game show 
Jeopardy. Watson, however, wasn’t a human, 
but an artificial intelligence (AI) system 
created by IBM. It was a groundbreaking 
moment in AI development – and that was 
just for a TV show. Imagine the potential if 
we apply it to complex environments, such  
as healthcare or construction.

The power of AI systems first came to 
our attention at Fluor when we saw how 
IBM experimented with AI in healthcare.  
At a normal initial appointment, a doctor 
performs a range of tests on the patient’s 
“pinchpoints”: blood pressure, heart rate, 
temperature, blood tests. Based on certain 
alarms that might be raised by the results, 
the doctors can then go deeper into what 
specialist treatment might be needed. 
Watson was able to do a “deep dive” into 
medical records, global journals and 
healthcare data to augment and improve 
the diagnosis process. It was remarkable, 
and got us thinking: why not apply the 
same procedure to construction projects? 

AI is now so advanced we can use it to 
rapidly analyse mountains of historical data 
to give us a better insight into our projects. 
Large, capital developments are complex, 
with vast amounts of moving parts. They 
need to be understood to stay on schedule 
and budget. Developed with IBM, EPC 
Project Health Diagnostics (EPCPHD) – the 
system Fluor is testing – analyses trends in 
construction projects to predict issues that 
might appear, and it can also identify the 
impact of changes in the decision-making 
process, such as estimate analyses, forecast 
evaluations and project risk assessments.

Processes such as EPCPHD are going to 
revolutionise the industry. An AI system 

can highlight the potential problems and 
bring advanced capability. Sometimes,  
the AI might help confirm an outcome 
professionals already suspected, but it  
will give them hard facts corroborated  
from thousands of points of data.

These days, projects can be worth 
billions of dollars, all controlled by project 
directors who want their fingers on the 
pulse of everything that is happening.  
If contentious issues can be spotted early 
by AI, millions of dollars could be saved.  
It also allows us to simulate future projects.

I don’t believe there is a dramatic risk  
in turning more control over to AI. AI is not 
a replacement – all you’re doing is putting 
information in front of professionals in a 
faster, easier-to-consume way. 

Leslie Lindgren is vice-president of 
information management at Fluor

Read our insight paper on artificial 
intelligence at rics.org/aiinsightpaper

Artificial intelligence offers easy access to swathes of 
data and the ability to troubleshoot before an issue arises

… A I  c o u l d  m a n a g e 
c o n s t r u c t i o n  p r o j e c t s?

http://www.rics.org/aiinsightpaper




WE’VE EXTENDED THE

OF HOME INSURANCE.
Most direct home insurers don’t include renovations 
and extensions cover as standard. We do. Choose 
Hiscox and you’ll automatically be covered for 
projects worth up to £75,000. Plus any valuables 
worth up to £15,000 will be covered as standard.

As an RICS member you also get our award-winning 
home insurance with a 12.5% saving. So, why accept 
less? Get your quote now.

Call 0800 840 2349
or visit hiscox.co.uk/rics 

Terms and conditions apply. For full terms and conditions see www.hiscox.co.uk/rics. The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors is an Introducer Appointed Representative of Hiscox Underwriting Ltd which is 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conducts Authority. For UK residents only. 19705 01/19


